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In this paper, several approaches available in the literature for identifying the constitutive parameters of linear elastic
materials from full-ﬁeld measurements are presented and their sensitivity to a white noise added to the data is compared.
The ﬁrst investigated approach is the virtual ﬁelds method (VFM). It is shown that the uncertainty of the parameters iden-
tiﬁed with the VFM when a white noise is added to the data depends on the choice of a relevant set of virtual ﬁelds. Optimal
virtual ﬁelds exist, thus minimizing the uncertainty and providing the ‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’. The other approach-
es investigated in this paper are based on ﬁnite element model updating (FEMU). It is proved that FEMU approaches actu-
ally yield equations similar to the ones derived from the VFM, but with nonoptimal sets of virtual ﬁelds. Therefore, the
FEMU approaches do not provide the ‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’. However, the uncertainty of FEMU approaches
varies dramatically with the cost function to minimize. On one hand, the FEMU approach based on the ‘‘displacement
gap’’ minimization yields equations which are very close to the ones of the VFM approach and therefore, its uncertainty
is almost the same as the VFM one. On the other hand, it is shown that other approaches based on the ‘‘constitutive equa-
tion gap’’ minimization or the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ minimization provide biased solutions. For all the approaches, very fast
algorithms, converging in only two iterations, have been devised. They are ﬁnally applied to real experimental data obtained
on an orthotropic composite material. Results conﬁrm the success of two methods: the VFM approach which provides the
‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’ and the FEMU approach based on the ‘‘displacement gap’’ minimization.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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estimation1. Introduction
Evaluating accurately and eﬃciently the parameters which govern the mechanical constitutive equations of
materials is essential for the design of structural components. Although standard tests exist for isotropic and
macroscopically homogeneous materials, the task is much more complicated for anisotropic and heteroge-
neous materials. Firstly, the number of parameters to identify is sometimes large enough to make the identi-0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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List of notations and symbols
Roman letters
[A] matrix of the system of equation derived by any method for identifying the unknown constitutive
parameters
{ae} nodal DoFs of any displacement ﬁeld in a given ﬁnite element
{a*e} nodal DoFs of any virtual displacement ﬁeld in a given ﬁnite element
{a} nodal DoFs of any displacement ﬁeld across the whole volume
{a˜} nodal DoFs identiﬁed from the measured displacement data
{a*} nodal DoFs of a virtual displacement ﬁeld
{ap} nodal DoFs of a displacement ﬁeld computed for a solid whose constitutive parameters are given
by vector {p}
fa~pg nodal DoFs of a displacement ﬁeld computed for a solid whose constitutive parameters are given
by vector f~pg
{ar} random part of {a˜} divided by ru
{B} second member of the system of equation derived by any method for identifying the unknown
constitutive parameters
{be} column vector of the nodal forces of a given ﬁnite element
{b} full assembled column vector of nodal forces
It is split in two vectors, one with the known nodal forces (denoted f~F g), and the other, made of
the remaining components (not used)
C fourth order Hooke tensor
Cn Partial derivative of the fourth order Hooke tensor with regard to a given constitutive parameter pn
e ﬁnite element
f~F g part of the decomposition of vector {b} where all the unknown nodal forces are picked out
{F} exact value for the nodal forces
{Fr} random part of f~F g
f ﬁeld of body forces
fGpng Partial derivative of {Up} with regard to a given constitutive parameter pn
½Kep elementary stiﬀness matrix of a given ﬁnite element built with any vector {p} for the constitutive
parameters
½Kepn  Partial derivative of ½K
e
p with regard to a given constitutive parameter pn
½Kp full assembled stiﬀness matrix of the whole solid with any vector {p} for the constitutive param-
eters
½K~p full assembled stiﬀness matrix of the whole solid with any vector {p} for the constitutive param-
eters
½Kpn  Partial derivative of [Kp] with regard to a given constitutive parameter pn
[K] ﬁrst part of the decomposition of the stiﬀness matrix, referring to the decomposition of vector
{b}
½Kpn  similar as [K]
½K~p similar as [K]
½Kp^ similar as [K]
½Kp^ similar as [K]
[L] second part of the decomposition of the stiﬀness matrix, referring to the decomposition of vector
{b}
½Lpn  similar as [L]
½L~p similar as [L]
L length of the region of interest in the shear/bending specimen
½ bM  concatenation of all the vectors of virtual DoFs as a matrix
½ ~M  concatenation of all vectors f½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gg as a matrix
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½ bM ~p concatenation of all vectors f½Kpn fU~pg þ ½Lpn fV ~pgg as a matrix
[Mr] concatenation of all vectors f½Kpn fUrg þ ½Lpn fV rgg as a matrix
N number of unknown constitutive parameters
P Notation used for denoting the inverse problem deﬁned in Section 2.4
P load resultant
{p} any vector of constitutive parameters
pn component of vector {p}
f~pg vector of actual or exact constitutive parameters
fp^g vector of the constitutive parameters identiﬁed with any approach
{pr} random part of fp^g
fp^ðkÞg series of constitutive parameters identiﬁed with an iterative approach
fpg vector of the constitutive parameters identiﬁed with the VFM approach providing the ‘‘maxi-
mum likelihood solution’’
f~rg white noise ﬁguring the random part of {u˜} divided by ru
½S inverse of the covariance of vector {a˜} divided by r2u
[S], [S 0], [S 0 0] decomposition of the matrix ½S referring to the deﬁnition of {U˜} and f~V g
T ﬁeld of boundary tractions
t thickness of the shear bending specimen
{ ~U} ﬁrst part of the decomposition of vector {a˜}, referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
{Up} ﬁrst part of the decomposition of vector {ap}, referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
{Ur} ﬁrst part of the decomposition of vector {ar}, referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
ux horizontal component of the displacement ﬁeld
uy vertical component of the displacement ﬁeld
{u˜} column vector made of the measured displacement values at all the pixels or voxels
fu~pg column vector made of the values of the exact displacement at all the pixels or voxels
f~V g second part of the decomposition of vector {a˜}, referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
{Vp} second part of the decomposition of vector {ap}, referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
{Vr} second part of the decomposition of vector {ar},referring to the decomposition of vector {b}
(x,y,z) coordinates
Greek letters
[ap] covariance of vector {[Kp]{Ur} + [Lp]{Vr}  {Vr}}
½ap^ covariance of vector f½Kp^fUrg þ ½Lp^fV rg  fV rgg
[ap] random part of ½ap^
Ci cost function
Dfx phase variation for the vertical lines in the grid method
Dfy phase variation for the horizontal lines in the grid method
 strain tensor
u prescribed shape function for the ﬁnite element
[U] h/ei row vectors brought together at all the pixels or voxels where a measurement is available
h/ei row vector composed of the value of all the prescribed shape functions at a given point in a ﬁnite
element
h/i row vector composed of the value of all the prescribed shape functions at a given point across the
whole volume
{/} =h/it
h$/i gradient of all the prescribed shape functions at a given point across the whole volume
r stress tensor
hu dimensionless ratio between the standard deviation of the noise in {u˜} and the norm of vector {u˜}
f phase of the light intensity periodic pattern in the grid method
X volume of the investigated solid
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oX boundary of X
oXt boundary of X where tractions are imposed
oXu remaining part of the boundary of X
Symbols
{.} column vector
h.i row vector
[.] rectangular or square matrix
·[.] special notation for the product with a matrix when the equation is on several lines
[.]t transpose of a rectangular or square matrix ({.}t = h.i is used sometimes)
k{.}k norm of a column vector
Eðf:gÞ expectation of a random column vector
[cov({.})] covariance matrix of a random column vector
$ gradient operator
S. Avril, F. Pierron / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4978–5002 4981ﬁcation of model parameters quite expensive and time consuming since only two or three constants can be
obtained simultaneously with standard tests. Secondly, parasitic eﬀects, enhanced for anisotropic materials,
can disturb the stress ﬁeld which is usually expected to be uniform when tensile/compressive tests are per-
formed on isotropic and macroscopically homogeneous materials (Arimitsu et al., 1995; Pierron et al., 1998).
Similar problems also arise when using modal analyzes (Frederiksen, 1997; Hwang and Chang, 1999). Now-
adays, the most promising and up-to-date way for identifying a large number of constitutive parameters at the
same time is to use full-ﬁeld optical techniques (Rastogi, 1999). These techniques provide a wealth of experi-
mental information compared to usual strain measurement techniques such as extensometers, strain gauges etc.
Several procedures are available in the literature for identifying mechanical constitutive parameters from
displacement ﬁelds. Most of them are based on ﬁnite element model updating (FEMU): displacement ﬁelds
are computed using a ﬁnite element model of the test and the trial values input for the unknown parameters
are updated until the computed ﬁelds match the measured ones (Rouger et al., 1990; Molimard et al., 2005;
Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002). FEMU methods do not necessarily require full-ﬁeld data
(Genovese et al., 2005), but as the accuracy of the identiﬁcation increases with the number of data, its appli-
cation to full-ﬁeld data is natural.
An alternative is the virtual ﬁelds method (VFM) (Gre´diac, 1989). It requires the availability of full-ﬁeld
data, as it is speciﬁcally dedicated to this purpose. Thanks to full-ﬁeld kinematic data, the stress ﬁelds are
derived as a function of the unknown parameters and the identiﬁcation is achieved by making these stress
ﬁelds verify the principle of virtual work with virtual ﬁelds (i.e. test functions) chosen a priori (Gre´diac
et al., 2002a). Several applications dealing with experimental data have already been published (Chalal
et al., 2006; Moulard et al., 2006).
Despite a large number of experimental setups and tools for image processing developed in order to reduce
the level of noise of optical methods (Rastogi, 1999), it is essential that noise eﬀects are taken into account and
minimized in the identiﬁcation procedures which are based on full-ﬁeld displacements provided by optical
methods. That is the reason why the purpose of this paper is to assess the robustness of FEMU methods using
a statistical approach (Tarantola, 2005; Beck and Arnold, 1977; Bard, 1974; Tikonov and Arsenin, 1977;
Holm and Kuenzel, 2002; Evans and Stark, 2002), and to compare this robustness with the one of the
VFM, previously investigated in another paper (Avril et al., 2004). Only identiﬁcation within the framework
of linear elasticity is addressed in this paper. This is still a very important issue since most of papers dealing
with the identiﬁcation of constitutive parameters from full-ﬁeld measurements focus on linear elasticity in the
literature (Rouger et al., 1990; Molimard et al., 2005; Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002; Gre´diac
et al., 2002a; Moulard et al., 2006).
Yet, there is no standard procedure available to evaluate the performances of those identiﬁcation approach-
es. Therefore, if one wants to compare those identiﬁcation approaches, a theoretical study aimed at charac-
terizing their sensitivity to any type of errors in the data is rather relevant.
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deﬁnition of the framework of this study, and a presentation of available procedures for solving the inverse
problem, the uncertainty of the parameters identiﬁed by the VFM is derived. It depends on the virtual ﬁelds
which are used in the procedure. The optimal set of virtual ﬁelds is given.
Afterwards, it is proved that all the FEMU approaches are equivalent to the VFM when full-ﬁeld data are
available for the identiﬁcation. As a consequence, the sensitivity to noise of these procedures is easily derived
with the same approach used to assess the uncertainty of the VFM. Then, it is shown that this sensitivity to
noise is systematically higher than the one derived with the optimal set of virtual ﬁelds. Eventually, this is ver-
iﬁed on a practical example using experimental data.2. Background and problem deﬁnition
This section is mainly dedicated to the deﬁnition of the framework within which most of the following
developments can hold.2.1. Statement of identiﬁcation problem
Let us consider a solid (or a part of a solid) with a ﬁnite volume across which full-ﬁeld displacement mea-
surements are available. This volume is denoted X.
The local constitutive equations across X are assumed to be linear elastic in this study. They are expanded
like this:rðx; y; zÞ ¼ Cðf~pg; x; y; zÞ : ðx; y; zÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
~pnC
nðx; y; zÞ
" #
: ðx; y; zÞ ð2:1Þwhere Cðf~pg; x; y; zÞ is the fourth order Hooke tensor, which can be varying across the solid (space dependent
moduli as the material may be heterogeneous) but which is assumed to be fully characterized by a ﬁnite num-
ber of parameters ﬁgured by a column vector denoted f~pg of components ~pn.
Let us consider a deformation of the solid due to an external loading. In this paper, all the displacement
ﬁelds are approximated using a basis of piecewise deﬁned functions, just as in the ﬁnite element method (Zie-
nkiewicz, 1977). The X volume is meshed with appropriate ﬁnite elements.
Let ½K~p be the fully assembled stiﬀness matrix according to the deﬁned mesh. {b} is the fully assembled
vector of nodal forces. ½K~p is the linear combination of N intermediary matrices ½Kpn , each one being the ‘‘sen-
sitivity’’ of the full stiﬀness matrix with regard to each parameter pn:½K~p ¼
XN
n¼1
~pn½Kpn  ð2:2ÞIt is assumed in the following that the diﬀerence between the ﬁnite element approximation and the exact dis-
placement is negligible compared to the noise level of measurements. Let fa~pg denote the nodal DoFs values of
the ﬁnite element displacement. The following equation can be written:½K~pfa~pg ¼ fbg ð2:3ÞIn practice, the distribution of tractions is not known over the whole boundary of X, but only on a part of it
denoted oXt. In order to remove the unknown components of {b} from Eq. (2.3), vector fa~pg is split into vec-
tors fU ~pg and fV ~pg. The former has the components of fa~pg where the nodal forces are known, the latter has
the components of fa~pg where the nodal forces are unknown. Let {F} denote the vector of known nodal forc-
es. Eliminating the unknown nodal forces, Eq. (2.3) eventually becomes:½K~pfU ~pg þ ½L~pfV ~pg ¼ f~F g ð2:4Þ
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It is assumed in this study that measurements of the displacement ﬁeld are available across X. The term
‘‘full-ﬁeld’’ measurements means that the displacement vector is measured independently at the nodes of a
3D lattice meshing the X volume. Each node is called a voxel (or a pixel in 2D). In most applications, mea-
surements of the displacement ﬁeld are only surface measurements (Rastogi, 1999). Nevertheless, for thin
plates, the theory of plates and shells allows to immediately recover the displacements in the interior of the
solid (Gre´diac et al., 2002b, 2003). Moreover, the measurement of displacement inside solid bodies has been
possible for many years in fully transparent solids (Sciammarella and Chiang, 1964) and new techniques pro-
viding bulk full-ﬁeld displacement measurements in non fully transparent materials are currently under devel-
opment (Ruiz et al., 2005; Steele et al., 2000; Viggiani et al., 2004). Therefore, the following theory is
developed assuming that the displacement ﬁelds are known across the whole volume of the investigated solids.
Bringing together the components of the displacement vector measured at all the pixels, one gets vector {u˜}.
The measured data contain noise. It means that two consecutive measurements carried out consecutively in
similar conditions will probably yield a diﬀerent value at each pixel or voxel. As a consequence, vector {u˜}
can be called a random vector (Soong and Grigoriu, 1993). The eﬀect of this noise will be investigated all along
this paper. It is modelled simply as an additive white noise, which is rather close to experimental noise for
digital image correlation (Schreier and Sutton, 2002; Chevalier et al., 2001) or for the grid method (Surrel,
1994; Moulard et al., 2006; Chalal et al., 2006). Thus, the measured displacement ﬁeld can be written:f~ug ¼ fu~pg þ rujjfu~pgjjf~rg ð2:5Þ
where fu~pg is the exact displacement, jjfu~pgjj is the L2-norm of fu~pg. f~rg is a standard gaussian white noise and
hu is a positive dimensionless real number.
Usually, a random vector {X} is characterized by its expectation, denoted EðfXgÞ and by its covariance
matrix, which is deﬁned like this:½covðfXgÞ ¼ EðfXgfXgtÞ  fEðfXgÞgfEðfXgÞgt ð2:6Þ
where {X}t is the transpose of vector {X}.
Accordingly, the covariance matrix of vector {u˜} can be written:½covðf~ugÞ ¼ h2ujjfu~pgjj2½covðf~rgÞ ¼ r2ujjfu~pgjj2
1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0 . . . 1
266664
377775 ð2:7ÞIt is assumed in the following sections that the noise remains negligible compared to the norm of fu~pg, which
can be written:hu  1 ð2:8Þ2.3. Approximation of experimental displacements using a basis of piecewise deﬁned functions
Like the exact displacement ﬁeld, the experimental displacement ﬁeld is approximated using a basis of
piecewise deﬁned functions, as in Section 2.1. The nodal DoFs derived from the experimental displacements
are denoted {a˜}. In this study, they are computed by least square regression from the available measurements.
Deﬁning vector {u˜} as a listing of all the measured displacement components across the whole set of voxels (or
pixels in 2D) where a measurement is available, the minimization (in the least square sense) of the deviation
between the measured displacements and the ﬁnite element approximated ones leads to the following equation:f~ug ¼ ½Uf~ag ) f~ag ¼ ½½Ut½U1½Utf~ug ð2:9Þ
where [U] is a matrix composed of all the shape functions evaluated at the diﬀerent voxel locations where a
measurement is available. Matrix [[U]t[U]] has to be invertible for ensuring the existence of vector {a˜}. A nec-
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Vector {a˜} is a random vector:f~ag ¼ ½½Ut½U1½Utf~ug
¼ ½½Ut½U1½Utfu~pg þ hujjfu~pgjj½½Ut½U1½Utf~rg
¼ fa~pg þ hufarg
ð2:10ÞThe covariance matrix of vector {a˜} can be derived from Eq. (2.9) by using the covariance of vector {u˜} given
in Eq. (2.7):½covðf~agÞ ¼ r2ujjfu~pgjj2½covðfargÞ ¼ r2~ujjfu~pgjj2½½Ut½U1 ¼ r2u½S1 ð2:11Þ
Matrix ½S ¼ ½Ut½Ujjfu~pgjj2 will be used in the following. It is dimensionless. The covariance of vector {a˜} is simply the
product of h2u by the inverse of matrix ½S.
Like fa~pg, vector {a˜} is split into vectors { ~U} and f~V g. Vectors { ~U} and f~V g are random vectors. Their
covariance matrix can be written:covðf ~UgÞ  ¼ r2u½covðfUrgÞ ¼ r2u½S1
covðf~V gÞ  ¼ r2u½covðfV rgÞ ¼ r2u½S001
(
ð2:12Þwhere [S 0] and [S00] are submatrices of ½S deﬁned in agreement with the deﬁnition of f ~Ug and f~V g from {a˜}.
2.4. Diﬀerent approaches to problem solution
The problem which is addressed in this paper is the following inverse problem, denoted P: knowing { ~U}
and f~V g (derived from the full-ﬁeld measurements), as well as f~F g (derived from the tractions over oXt
and all the body forces f across X), how to retrieve the set f~pg of constitutive parameters?
Because of the existence of noise in the data, the solution of this inverse problem is not unique. Indeed,
diﬀerent approaches exist in the literature for solving this inverse problem (Rouger et al., 1990; Molimard
et al., 2005; Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002; Geymonat and Pagano, 2003; Gre´diac et al.,
2002b; Toussaint et al., 2006), all giving diﬀerent solutions. The purpose of this study is to compare those dif-
ferent approaches. They can be classiﬁed in two categories:
1. Model updating.
Model updating is based on the computation of p-parameterized displacement ﬁelds {Up}. The identiﬁed
constitutive parameters, denoted fp^g, are the ones which minimize the distance between {Up} and { ~U}.
Several cost functions have been tried out in the literature. The most common is the ‘‘displacement gap’’
cost function (Rouger et al., 1990; Molimard et al., 2005; Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002),
but the use of particular cost functions such as the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ (Geymonat and Pagano,
2003) or the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ (Claire et al., 2004) has been investigated as well.
2. The virtual ﬁelds method.
The virtual ﬁelds method consists in applying the principle of virtual work to the experimental displace-
ments with as many virtual ﬁelds as there are unknown parameters, such as to build up a linear system of
equations involving the unknown parameters. Applying the principle of virtual work to the experimental
displacements requires to choose a line vector hU*i and to write the following equation:
hU if½Kp^f ~Ug þ ½Lp^f~V gg ¼ hU if~F g ð2:13Þwhere vector fp^g is the vector made of the parameters which are identiﬁed from the experimental data.
The results can strongly depend on the choice of the virtual ﬁelds hU*i if the measurements are inaccu-
rate. The choice of virtual ﬁelds has been widely investigated in the literature (Gre´diac et al., 2002b),
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stitutive equations (Avril et al., 2004).It will be shown in this study that model updating is a particular case of the virtual ﬁelds method when full-
ﬁeld data are available. Consequently, it will be possible to deduce the sensitivity to noise of all these inverse
approaches and therefore to rate them in terms of robustness.
3. Solution of the inverse problem – a global framework
Problem P can be solved using diﬀerent approaches which yield diﬀerent solutions. The diﬀerent approach-
es found in the literature, which approximate the displacement ﬁeld with a basis of piecewise deﬁned functions,
are described in the forthcoming sections and it is shown that they are all particular cases of the virtual ﬁelds
method.
3.1. Principle of the VFM
Problem P can be solved using the virtual ﬁelds method (Gre´diac et al., 2002b). The VFM with piecewise
deﬁned virtual ﬁelds (Toussaint et al., 2006) consists in using Eq. (2.13), and writing this equation with as
many independent virtual ﬁelds as there are unknown parameters (here N unknown parameters). A set of
N independent vectors fU mg is chosen a priori, yielding equations involving linearly the unknown values of
the actual parameters. The resulting equations are of the following form:8m; 1 6 m 6 N ;
XN
i¼1
p^nhU mif½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gg ¼ hU mif~F g ð3:1ÞWhen it refers to the set of parameters identiﬁed with the experimental data, the {p} vector is denoted: fp^g.
From Eq. (3.1), it is possible to build up the following N · N linear system of equations:hU 1if½Kp1 f ~Ugþ ½Lp1 f~V gg . . . hU 1if½KpN f ~Ugþ ½LpN f~V gg
..
. . .
. ..
.
hU Nif½Kp1 f ~Ugþ½Lp1 f~V gg . . . hU N if½KpN f ~Ugþ ½LpN f~V gg
2664
3775
p^1
..
.
p^N
8><>:
9>=>;¼
hU 1if~F g
..
.
hU N if~F g
8><>:
9>=>;()½Afp^g¼fBg
ð3:2Þ
The experimental parameters fp^g are identiﬁed as the solution of this system of equations. The system is
invertible if the vectors f½Knf ~Ug þ ½Lnf~V gg are independent.
Let us denote ½ bM  the rectangular matrix made of the column-wise concatenated virtual DoFs:
½ bM  ¼ ½fU 1g; fU 2g; . . . ; fU Ng ð3:3ÞIn a similar way, let us denote ½ ~M  the rectangular matrix made of the column-wise concatenated following
DoFs:½ ~M  ¼ ½f½Kp1 f ~Ug þ ½Lp1 f~V gg; f½Kp2 f ~Ug þ ½Lp2 f~V gg; . . . f½KpN f ~Ug þ ½LpN f~V gg ð3:4Þ
Eq. (3.2) can be written in a synthesized form using matrices ½ bM  and ½ ~M :½Af~pg ¼ fBg () ½ bM t½ ~M fp^g ¼ ½ bM tf~F g ð3:5Þ
3.2. Finite element model updating
A very widespread approach for solving problem P is to perform ﬁnite element model updating (Rouger
et al., 1990; Molimard et al., 2005; Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002; Claire et al., 2004; Geymonat
and Pagano, 2003). The ﬁnite element model updating (FEMU) method consists in minimizing iteratively the
distance between experimental nodal displacements { ~U} and p-parameterized theoretical ones, denoted {Up},
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sible values that can be taken by the unknown constitutive parameters.
In several applications, only a few data of the whole measured ﬁeld are used to update the ﬁnite element
model (Molimard et al., 2005; Genovese et al., 2005). This may be explained by the sake of shortening the
computation time. However, involving the whole ﬁeld of data increases the redundancy and thus stabilizes
the result. As the purpose of this study is to compare the methods and ﬁnd the most robust one, FEMU meth-
ods will always be presented here as involving the whole ﬁeld of data. Moreover, it will be shown that the com-
putation time should not be an issue as very fast algorithm are presented further.
3.2.1. Available cost functions
Diﬀerent type of cost functions exist:
1. The most widespread is the displacement gap cost function (Rouger et al., 1990; Molimard et al., 2005;
Genovese et al., 2005; Magorou et al., 2002) which ﬁgures the quadratic deviation between experimental
and theoretical displacements:C1ðfUpg; fpgÞ ¼ h ~U  Upif ~U  Upg ð3:6Þ
The cost function used in the above mentioned references does not involve the covariance matrix of vector
{U}. According to least square theory (Tarantola, 2005; Hendricks, 1991), the likelihood of the solution in
terms of probability could be improved by deﬁning the following modiﬁed cost function:C1ðfUpg; fpgÞ ¼ h ~U  Upi½Sf ~U  Upg ð3:7Þ
2. Another cost function is the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ cost function (Geymonat and Pagano, 2003),
which is deﬁned in the literature as:C2ðr; fpgÞ ¼
Z
X
ðr CÞC1ðr CÞdV ð3:8Þwhere  is the strain ﬁeld derived from the measurements and r varies in the space of statically admissible
stress ﬁelds. If one wants to rewrite this cost function similarly as C1, one has ﬁrst to trade the statically admis-
sible stress ﬁeld for a statically admissible strain ﬁeld, denoted p:C2ðr; fpgÞ ¼
Z
X
ð pÞCð pÞdV ð3:9ÞThen, it is easy to transform C2 by using the approximation on the basis of piecewise deﬁned functions which
has been introduced before. The new cost function now involves the DoFs vectors:C2ðfUpg; fpgÞ ¼ h ~U  Upi½Kpf ~U  Upg ð3:10Þ
The statical admissibility will be prescribed for {Up} by Eq. (3.12) (see below).
3. Another cost function which can be found in the literature is the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ cost function. It con-
sists in minimizing the gap between nodal forces computed from the measured displacement and theoretical
nodal forces, which are zero in absence of body forces. It has been used to identify damage ﬁelds in the
literature (Claire et al., 2004) but, in theory, it could be applied to any other type of identiﬁcation from
full-ﬁeld measurements. Actually, this method, as the VFM, is direct, i.e. there is no need to compute
and to update a theoretical DoFs vector {Up}. However, in order to keep the same format as the previous
cost functions, the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ cost function will be written like this:C ðfU g; fpgÞ ¼ h ~U  U i½K ½K f ~U  U g ð3:11Þ3 p p p p p
The purpose all the FEMU methods which have been previously cited is to minimize one of the previous
cost functions under the constraint that {Up} satisﬁes the following equation:½KpfUpg ¼ f~F g  ½Lpf~V g ð3:12Þ
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All the previous cost functions are at least separately and strictly convex functions of {Up} and {p} (Geym-
onat and Pagano, 2003). Therefore, they are always strictly convex in {p} because {Up} and {p} are linked
respectively (proof in Appendix D). Therefore, the minimum and thus the solution of problem P, still denoted
fp^g, always exists and is unique. It means that global optimization is not required here. The minimization can
be achieved by zeroing the gradients of the cost function with regard to {p} evaluated at fpg ¼ fp^g.
The results are:8n; 1 6 n 6 N ;
oC1
opn
ðfp^gÞ ¼ 0) 2hGpnðfp^gÞi½Sf ~U  Up^g ¼ 0
oC2
opn
ðfp^gÞ ¼ 0) h ~U  Up^if½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gg
þhGpnðfp^gÞif½Kp^f ~Ug þ ½Lp^f~V g  f~F gg ¼ 0
oC3
opn
ðfp^gÞ ¼ 0) 2PN
m¼1
p^mh½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gif½Kpm f ~Ug þ ½Lpm f~V g  f~F gg ¼ 0
8>>>><>>>>:
ð3:13Þwhere fGpnðfp^gÞg is the sensitivity of the {Up} vector with regard to each constitutive parameter pn, evaluated
at fpg ¼ fp^g. fGpng is computed by diﬀerentiating Eq. (3.12) with regard to pn:½KpfGpng þ ½Kpn fUpg þ ½Lpn f~V g ¼ 0
) fGpng ¼
ofUpg
opn
¼ ½Kp1f½Kpn fUpg þ ½Lpn f~V gg
ð3:14Þ3.2.3. Minimization of the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function and proof of the equivalence with the VFM
For the displacement gap, if one develops Eq. (3.6) and introduce the product ½Kp^1½Kp^, zeroing the gra-
dient leads to:oC1
opn
ðp^Þ ¼ 0) 2hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1½Kp^fUp^g  2hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1½Kp^f ~Ug ¼ 0
) 2hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1ff~F g  ½Lp^f~V gg  2hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1½Kp^f ~Ug ¼ 0
) hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1f½Kp^f ~Ug þ ½Lp^f~V g  f~F gg ¼ 0
)
XN
m¼1
p^mhGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1f½Kmf ~Ug þ ½Lmf~V g  f~F gg ¼ 0
ð3:15ÞThis yields a system of equations of type ½Afp^g ¼ fBg which is similar to the one of Eq. (3.2). The N virtual
nodal DoFs are the row vectors which can be written:hU nðfp^gÞi ¼ hGpnðfp^gÞi½S½Kp^1
¼ h½Kpn fUp^g þ ½Lpn f~V gi½Kp^1½S½Kp^1
ð3:16ÞHowever, the derived system of equations is now a nonlinear one, as the virtual ﬁelds depend on the unknown
parameters in vector fp^g. But the solution exists and it is unique due to the strict convexity of C1 with regard
to {p}. Therefore, it can be solved iteratively using the following algorithm:
1. An initial guess fp^ð0Þg is input for providing a ﬁrst set for the required N vectors of virtual DoFs:
hU nðfp^ð0ÞgÞi. Using those N vectors, fp^ð1Þg is identiﬁed by applying the VFM.
2. The same process is repeated for deﬁning the N vectors of virtual DoFs from hU nðfp^ðn1ÞgÞi and use them to
identify fp^ðnÞg.
This algorithm has never been used in the literature to the authors’ best knowledge. However, its conver-
gence is very fast. It can be proved, using a similar demonstration as the one used in Appendix C, that only
two iterations are suﬃcient when the previously deﬁned noise level denoted hu is small compared to 1.
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For the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ cost function, zeroing the gradient leads to:oC2
opn
ðfp^gÞ ¼ 0)h ~U Up^if½Kpn f ~Ugþ ½Lpn f~V ggþ hGpnðfp^gÞif½Kp^f ~Ugþ ½Lp^f~V gf~F gg ¼ 0
)h½Kpn f ~Ugþ ½Lpn f~V gif ~U Up^gþ hGpnðfp^gÞif½Kp^f ~Ugþ ½Lp^f~V gf~F gg ¼ 0
)h½Kpn f ~Ugþ ½Lpn f~V gi½Kp^1½Kp^f ~U Up^gþ hGpnðfp^gÞif½Kp^f ~Ugþ ½L hatpf~V gf~F gg ¼ 0
)h½Kp^1f½Kpn f ~Ugþ ½Lpn f~V ggþfGpnðfp^gÞgif½Kp^f ~Ugþ ½Lp^f~V gf~F gg ¼ 0
ð3:17Þ
It is again possible to build up a system of equations similar to the one of Eq. (3.2). The N virtual nodal dis-
placements are the row vectors which can be written:hU nðfp^gÞi ¼ h½Kp^1f½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gg þ fGpnðfp^gÞgi
¼ h½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Kpn fUp^g þ 2½Lpn f~V gi½Kp^1
¼ h½Kpn f ~U þ Up^g þ 2½Lpn f~V gi½Kp^1
ð3:18ÞIt is again a nonlinear system of equations as the virtual ﬁelds depend on the fp^g unknown vector. But the
solution exists and it is unique due to the strict convexity of C2 with regard to {p}. Therefore, the same iter-
ative algorithm as the one suggested in Section 3.2.3 can be used. It can be shown that convergence is as fast as
for the minimization of the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function (similar proof as the one in Appendix C) but the
algorithm has not been used in the literature either to the present authors’ best knowledge.
3.2.5. Minimization of the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ cost function and proof of the equivalence with the VFM
For the equilibrium gap norm, zeroing the gradient leads to:XN
m¼1
p^mh½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gif½Kmf ~Ug þ ½Lmf~V gg ¼ h½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gif~F g ¼ 0 ð3:19ÞIt is yet again possible to build up a system of equations similar to the one of Eq. (3.2). The N virtual nodal
displacements are the row vectors which can be written:hU ni ¼ h½Kpn f ~Ug þ ½Lpn f~V gi ð3:20Þ
The deduced system of equations is linear here and can be solved directly.
4. Uncertainty estimation and minimization
The principle for uncertainty estimation with the VFM in presence of a white noise was investigated pre-
viously by the same authors (Avril et al., 2004). This principle is extended in this section to derive the uncer-
tainty when the experimental displacement ﬁeld is approximated using a basis of piecewise deﬁned functions.
4.1. General principle for uncertainty estimation with the VFM
4.1.1. Expectation of the random error
Using the ﬁrst order approximation of the solution found with the VFM (derived in Appendix A), let us
compute the expectation of random vector fp^g. If ½ bM  is not random (deterministic virtual ﬁelds), it is easy
to check that the expectation for random vector f~pg is vector fp^g, i.e. the actual parameters. Indeed, the expec-
tations of vectors {Ur}, {Vr} and {Fr} are null vectors because they derive from a white noise.
However, if ½ bM  is random and is correlated to vector {Ur}, {Vr} or {Fr}, the expectation will be biased,
because the product ½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg will not have a null expectation anymore.
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DoFs in order to avoid this bias.
4.1.2. Variance of the random error
It is also possible to compute the covariance matrix of random vector fp^g by using the ﬁrst order approx-
imation of Eq. (7.5). It is the covariance matrix of vector hu½½ bM t½ eM ~p1½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rgg which can
be written:½covðfp^gÞ ¼ h2u½½ bM t½ eM ~p1½ bM ½a~p½ bM t½½ bM t½ eM ~p1 þ oðh2uÞ ð4:1Þ
where½a~p ¼ covðf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rggÞ ð4:2Þ
The evaluation of the covariance matrix is theoretical here as the unknown vector f~pg is involved in it. How-
ever, this problem will be addressed in Section 4.2 and it will help for comparing the diﬀerent approaches pre-
sented here for solving the inverse problem.
4.2. Uncertainty minimization with the VFM
Using ½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p as the nodal DoFs of virtual ﬁelds in the VFM will provide the less uncertain esti-
mation for the vector of unknown parameters. This is proved in Appendix B. The deduced constitutive param-
eters identiﬁed with those optimal virtual ﬁelds are denoted fpg. They represent the maximum likelihood
solution for the inverse problem P (Tarantola, 2005).
However, as f~pg is unknown, it is never possible to use directly ½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p as a set of virtual DoFs.
An approximation must be found using an iterative algorithm. Only two iterations will be necessary:
1. At the ﬁrst iteration, let us consider vector fp^ð0Þg as a set of admissible constitutive parameters. Admissible
implies that matrix ½Kp^ð0Þ  is positive deﬁnite. That condition being checked, let us deﬁne:fUp^ð0Þg ¼ ½Kp^ð0Þ 1ff~F g  ½Lp^ð0Þ ff~V gg ð4:3Þ
and
Mp^ð0Þ
  ¼ f Kp1 fUp^ð0Þg þ Lp1 f~V gg; f Kp2 fUp^ð0Þg þ Lp2 f~V gg; . . . ; f KpN fUp^ð0Þg þ LpN f~V gg  ð4:4Þ
Then, ½ap^ð0Þ 1½Mp^ð0Þ  is used as the set of virtual DoFs for identifying the constitutive parameters in a ﬁrst
step, referring to the system of equations built in Eq. (3.2). The deduced parameters are denoted fp^ð1Þg. The
following matrix is deﬁned:
½ap^ð1Þ  ¼ covðf½Kp^ð1Þ fUrg þ ½Lp^ð1Þ fV rg  fF rggÞ ð4:5Þ
2. At the second iteration, let us deﬁne:fUp^ð1Þg ¼ ½Kp^ð1Þ 1ff~F g  ½Lp^ð1Þ ff~V gg ð4:6Þ
and
½Mp^ð1Þ  ¼ ½f½Kp1 fUp^ð1Þg þ ½Lp1 f~V gg; f½Kp2 fUp^ð1Þg þ ½Lp2 f~V gg; . . . ; f½KpN fUp^ð1Þg þ ½LpN f~V gg ð4:7Þ
Let us use ½ap^ð1Þ 1½Mp^ð1Þ  as the set of virtual DoFs for identifying the constitutive parameters in the second
step. The deduced parameters are denoted fp^ð2Þg. It is proved in Appendix C that, when hu tends towards zero,
fp^ð2Þg tends towards the same values as the ones identiﬁed with the optimal set of virtual DoFs
½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p. It means that optimized virtual DoFs can be found in only two iterations: a ﬁrst identiﬁ-
cation provides intermediary parameters fp^ð1Þg and a second one provides the ﬁnal result where the uncertain-
ty is minimized (at the ﬁrst order, i.e. when hu  1). This solution is the maximum likelihood solution of the
inverse problem P (Tarantola (2005)).
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In the previous section, an algorithm providing the maximum likelihood solution of problem P in only two
iterations has been proposed. All the other approaches available in the literature are particular cases of the
VFM, but with the use of nonoptimal virtual DoFs. It means that they provide a solution that is more uncer-
tain than the maximum likelihood solution. The uncertainty of those alternative solutions is investigated in
this section.
5.1. Uncertainty for the ‘‘displacement gap’’ minimization approach
Let fp^g denote the vector identiﬁed by minimizing the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function. Let ½Mp^ denote
the rectangular matrix made of the column-wise concatenated following DoFs:½Mp^ ¼ ½f½Kp1 fUp^g þ ½Lp1 f~V gg; f½Kp2 fUp^g þ ½Lp2 f~V gg; . . . ; f½KpN fUp^g þ ½LpN f~V gg ð5:1Þ
According to Eq. (3.16) and to Eq. (7.5), vector fp^g is a random vector which can be written like this:fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½Mp^t½Kp^1½S½Kp^1½ eM ~ph i1½Mp^t½Kp^1½S½Kp^1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hufp^rg
ð5:2Þ
In a similar way as in Eq. (7.12), due to fp^g ¼ f~pg  hufp^rg, the following ﬁrst order approximation can be
given for fp^g:fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½ eM ~pt½K~p1½S½K~p1½ eM ~ph i1½ eM ~pt½K~p1½S½K~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
ð5:3ÞComputing the covariance matrix like in Eq. (4.1), a ﬁrst order approximation of ½covðfp^gÞ can be obtained:
½covðfp^gÞ ¼h2u½½ eM ~pt½K~p1½S½K~p1½ eM ~p1½ eM ~p½K~p1½S½K~p1½a~p
 ½K~p1½S½K~p1½ eM ~pt½½ eM ~pt½K~p1½S½K~p1½ eM ~p1 þ oðh2uÞ ð5:4Þ
In theory, the diagonal components of this covariance matrix are always superior to the norm of ½covðfpgÞ
according to the result of Eq. (7.9).
However, it is interesting to note that ½covðfp^gÞ and ½covðfpgÞ (see Eq. (7.9)) are the same when {Vr} is the
null vector. It means that minimizing the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function also provides the maximum like-
lihood solution, but if and only if there is no noise in the f~V g vector, composed of prescribed DoFs at the
boundary of X. If there is noise in the f~V g vector, it will aﬀect the deﬁnition of the cost function and the solu-
tion will slightly deviate from fpg. The range order of this deviation will be quantiﬁed in the application pre-
sented at the end of this paper.
5.2. Uncertainty for the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ minimization approach
Let us now denote fp^g the vector identiﬁed by minimizing the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ cost function
and ½Mp^ the rectangular matrix made of the column-wise concatenated following DoFs:½Mp^ ¼ ½Kp1 fUp^g þ ½Kp1 f ~Ug þ 2½Lp1 f~V g
 
; f½Kp2 fUp^g þ f½Kp2 f ~Ug þ 2½Lp2 f~V gg; . . . ;

 ½KpN fUp^g þ ½KpN f ~Ug þ 2½LpN f~V g
  ð5:5ÞAccording to Eq. (3.18) and to Eq. (7.5), vector fp^g is again a random vector which can be written:fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½Mp^t½Kp^1½ eM ~ph i1½Mp^t½Kp^1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hufp^rg
ð5:6Þ
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random. Therefore, the virtual DoFs used here are random. Thus, the expectation of vector {p} is biased
because the expectation of a product of signiﬁcantly correlated random vectors is involved when computing
the expectation of the quantity expanded in Eq. (5.6). That will be shown with the forthcoming application
onto experimental data. That problem could be tackled by using iterative relaxation methods (Geymonat
and Pagano, 2003), yet increasing signiﬁcantly the computation time. Moreover, it is worth noting that
the beneﬁt of iterative relaxation methods should be investigated not only for the ‘‘constitutive equation
gap’’ minimization but also for all the other inverse approaches and this is not within the scope of this
paper.
5.3. Uncertainty for the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ minimization approach
The minimization of the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ cost function faces the same problem as the minimization of the
‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ cost function: higher uncertainty than the maximum likelihood solution and exis-
tence of a signiﬁcant bias on the expectation because the virtual DoFs are built up with the random values of
vector { ~U}. That will be observed in the following section where it is applied onto experimental data.
6. Application to experimental data
The theoretical results described previously were tested ﬁrst using simulated data. The data were provided
by a ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) package and corrupted by a synthetic white noise. As expected, the uncer-
tainty of the maximum likelihood solution was the lowest, the uncertainty of the FEMU with the ‘‘displace-
ment gap’’ cost function was slightly higher and the FEMU approaches with the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’
cost function and the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ cost function yielded biased solution with a much higher uncertainty.
However, this result in itself does not guarantee the success of the theory when experimental data are used
because the spatial resolution of data sampling and the measurement uncertainties can aﬀect the procedures in
a signiﬁcant way. For that reason, a stress was laid upon the experimental validation, using data measured on
composite specimens loaded with a shear-bending test.
6.1. Description of the experiments
6.1.1. Material
Four straight rectangular beam of 76 · 19 · 2.3 mm3 nominal dimensions have been tested. The material is
glass epoxy. In the orthotropy axes, the in-plane stress/strain relationship for this material can be written,
using the usual rule of contracted indices (xx! x, yy! y, xy! s, see Tsaı¨ and Hahn, 1980):rx
ry
rs
8><>:
9>=>; ¼
Qxx Qxy 0
Qxy Qyy 0
0 0 Qss
264
375 exey
es
8><>:
9>=>; ð6:1ÞThe material is homogeneous and orthotropic. Thus, {p} = {Qxx,Qyy,Qxy,Qss} in the example. Four parame-
ters are unknown in this application (N = 4). Even if applications with a larger number of unknown param-
eters (heterogeneous materials for example) should be envisaged in the future, this example is still very
interesting. Indeed, it must be emphasized that all the theoretical results of Sections 4 and 5 do not depend
on the number of parameters to identify, provided that the material behavior remains linear elastic. Moreover,
benchmarking FEMU and VFM algorithms is still original, even for this rather simple example.
The plate where the specimens were cut from was characterized using standard tests, providing reference
values for the stiﬀness parameters. Reference values for Qxx, Qyy and Qxy were identiﬁed using tensile tests
along and perpendicularly to the ﬁbers (D3039-76, 1976). Reference values for Qss were identiﬁed using the
Iosipescu shear test with notched specimens (ASTM D5379, 1993). These reference values are reported in
Table 1.
Table 1
Reference values for the material of the application
Average (GPa) Coeﬃcient of variation (%)
Qxx 44.9 0.7
Qyy 12.2 2.8
Qxy 3.86 2.4
Qss 3.68 8.6
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A shear-bending test has been carried out on the four beams. The aim is to identify the four elastic con-
stants from the measured in-plane displacement ﬁelds of the thin beam. The study is a two dimensional
(2D) study.
This application has already been addressed several times with the VFM and it has proved to be suited for
identifying the parameters governing the constitutive equations of ﬁbre-glass-epoxy plates (Gre´diac et al.,
2002b; Chalal et al., 2006). However, this study is the ﬁrst one to propose a comparison between FEMU
approaches and the VFM for this example.
The test consists in loading the beam using the Iosipescu ﬁxture (Fig. 1). By removing the V-notches of the
classical geometry of the Iosipescu specimen (ASTM D5379, 1993) and increasing the length between the sup-
ports, heterogeneous stress/strain ﬁelds can be achieved in the central part of the specimen, leading to the
simultaneous identiﬁcation of all the in-plane material parameters using the VFM (Gre´diac et al., 2002b; Cha-
lal et al., 2006). This means that the condition of invertibility of the matrix given in Eq. (7.15) (Appendix D) is
satisﬁed.
6.1.3. Full-ﬁeld measurements
The displacement ﬁelds required for the model identiﬁcation have been measured using an optical method
called the grid method (Surrel, 1994; Chalal et al., 2006). A grid pattern is deposited onto the surface of the
specimen (Piro and Gre´diac, 2004) The grid period is 100 lm. Images of the undeformed and deformed grat-
ings are digitized through a 1280 · 1024 CCD camera connected to a PC. The objective of the camera is set
such that a period of the grid is sampled by approximately 4 pixels. The 30 · 19 mm region of interest covers
all the area of the specimen located between the two grips of the Iosipescu ﬁxture (Fig. 2).Fig. 1. Picture of the set-up used in the application.
Fig. 2. Schematic of the set-up used in the application.
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in this section.
The spatial carrier consists in the superposition of horizontal and vertical black lines printed over a white
surface, with a natural spatial frequency f0 = 10 lines per mm. This is achieved by printing the grid on a pho-
tosensitive ﬁlm consisting of a polymer backing and a thin layer of photosensitive coating. Then, the coating is
transferred onto the specimen by adhesive bonding using a white epoxy glue ensuring ﬁnal contrast. The back-
ing ﬁlm is ﬁnally removed after the curing of the adhesive so that no additional stiﬀness is added to the spec-
imen. The detailed procedure can be found in Piro and Gre´diac (2004).
When a load is applied, there is a deformation of the structure and the grid is also deformed. From the
undeformed to the deformed state, the phase of the periodic patter varies of Df. This phase variation is com-
puted independently for the horizontal lines and the vertical lines of the crossed grid. It is derived from the
digitized light intensity by using the spatial phase shifting method (Surrel, 1994; Rastogi, 1999) implemented
in a Matlab routine.
The ux(x,y) and uy(x,y) displacement components relative to the unloaded reference condition are calculat-
ed from the respective phase diﬀerences Dfx (for vertical lines) and Dfy (for horizontal lines) introduced by the
deformation:uxðx; yÞ ¼  p
2p
Dfxðx; yÞ ð6:2Þ
uyðx; yÞ ¼  p
2p
Dfyðx; yÞ ð6:3Þwhere p = 0.1 mm. The resolution of the method, i.e. the smallest displacement which can be measured in
absolute value, depends on the measurement noise. The resolution of the method for measuring displacements
lies between 0.6 and 1 lm. This was evaluated by taking two images of the undeformed grid and calculating
the standard deviation of the detected phase. The spatial resolution, i.e. the smallest distance which separates
two independent displacement values, equals to 2 periods = 0.2 mm = 8 pixels.6.2. Displacement ﬁelds
Four specimens have been tested, applying loads from 0 to 700 N by steps of 25 N. It has been veriﬁed that
the material remains in its linear elastic domain during this range of loading. For each step, the stiﬀness
parameters have been identiﬁed for loads 525, 550, 575, 600, 625 and 650 N.6.3. Application of the diﬀerent algorithms on this example
The ﬁnite elements which are used for approximating the measured displacements (as presented in Section
2.3) and achieve the identiﬁcation here are plane-stress three-noded triangular elements. Even if the geometry
4994 S. Avril, F. Pierron / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4978–5002of the specimen is easy to mesh here, the algorithms are aimed at being used in any application, with complex
geometries where the triangular elements provide the most adaptable solution.
The region of interest is meshed using 208 triangular plane-stress linear ﬁnite elements, with 126 nodes
(Fig. 3). The mesh is more reﬁned on the top right and bottom left of the region of interest because of strain
concentration there.
Let {a˜} denote the vector of nodal DoFs identiﬁed from the data for the piecewise linear approximation of
the displacement ﬁelds over the grid mesh. Let {b} be the vector of nodal forces. In this experiment, it is not
possible to measure the load distribution on the boundary. Therefore, the components of vector {b} on all the
nodes at the left hand side and right hand side boundaries are unknown. Thus, one has to split {b} in two
vectors, one with its known components, denoted f~F g as in Section 2.1, and the other containing the unknownFig. 3. Measured displacement ﬁelds and ﬁnite-element mesh used for the identiﬁcation in the region of interest (applied load: 575 N).
S. Avril, F. Pierron / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4978–5002 4995nodal forces. {a˜} is also split in two vectors: { ~U} and f~V g. f~V g is the DoFs vector for the nodes located on the
right hand side and on the left hand side where the nodal forces are unknown. Vector { ~U} is the DoFs vector
for the remaining nodes.
It can be noted immediately that one gets the null vector here for vector f~F g. The nullity of vector f~F g will
prevent from solving the system of Eq. (3.2) because the second member is null and the matrix of the system is
of rank 3.
This problem is addressed by removing Qss from the unknowns. It could be set to a given arbitrary value,
and the study would focus on the identiﬁcation of ratios between Qss and the other parameters. However,
extra information is available in this experiment for completing the resolution. Indeed, the load resultant,
denoted P, is actually measured with a load cell. Thanks to this extra information, Qss can be identiﬁed very
simply with the VFM (Chalal et al., 2006). Using a uniform virtual shear displacement ﬁeld, whose DoFs are
denoted hU*i in the following equation, one gets:Qss ¼
PL=t
hU if½KQss f ~Ug þ ½KQss f~V gg
ð6:4ÞEq. (6.4) provides very stable values for Qss even with noisy data (Chalal et al., 2006). Using Eq. (6.4) to iden-
tify Qss, there remains three unknowns to identify: {p} = {Qxx,Qyy,Qxy}. Accordingly, vector f~F g is turned
into:f~F g ¼ Qssf½KQss f ~Ug þ ½KQss f~V gg ð6:5Þ6.4. Results
Using this modiﬁed vector f~F g, it is now possible to built up an inﬁnity of systems of equations as the one
in Eq. (3.2), involving here the three unknowns Qxx, Qyy and Qxy. Only the algorithms presented in the pre-
vious sections will be tested here, as they are based on available procedures in the literature. The objective is to
conﬁrm that the optimal set of virtual DoFs, given by the algorithm of Section 4.2 (the ‘‘maximum likelihood
solution’’ algorithm), will provide the lowest uncertainty for Qxx, Qyy and Qxy.
To that purpose, the average value and the coeﬃcient of variation (ratio between the standard deviation
and the average) have been computed for each of the four tested specimens from the 6 values identiﬁed, respec-
tively, for loads 525, 550, 575, 600, 625 and 650 N. The results obtained with the VFM algorithm and the three
FEMU algorithms are reported in Table 2.
For each set of four constitutive parameters, it is worth mentioning that, thanks to the algorithms with only
two iterations presented previously, the computation time for the Matlab routine run with a Pentium M pro-
cessor, 1400 MHz, is about 10 s. This time is mostly dedicated to matrix inversion for the approximation and
the resolution. It has also been veriﬁed with the experimental results that a third iteration is useless, as proved
in Appendix C. At the third iteration, if one carries it out, the solution is changed of less than 0.1%, which is
negligible compared to the coeﬃcients of variation reported in Table 2.
6.5. Discussion
The results obtained for parameter Qss are very stable (Table 2). The coeﬃcients of variation are always
below 1%. This is induced by the predominance of shear strains in this test and by the strong averaging eﬀect
of Eq. (6.4). Indeed, for all the four approaches, the same values are reported, always deduced from Eq. (6.4).
Moreover, this value is always close to the reference one reported in Table 1, for all the four specimens.
Concerning the other constitutive parameters (Qxx, Qyy and Qxy), the results depend on the approach
which is used for the identiﬁcation. Both the VFM algorithm with the ‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’
and the FEMU algorithm with the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function are quite successful. They provide
almost the same value for Qxx, which is not very far from the reference value. Concerning Qyy and Qxy,
the identiﬁed values are more scattered but the average of the four specimens remains close to the reference
(bottom of Table 2).
Table 2
Results of the benchmark
VFM – Maximum likelihood solution FEMU – Displacement gap FEMU – Constitutive equation gap FEMU – Equilibrium gap
Average
(GPa)
Coeﬃcient of
variation (%)
Average
(GPa)
Coeﬃcient of
variation (%)
Average
(GPa)
Coeﬃcient of
variation (%)
Average
(GPa)
Coeﬃcient of
variation (%)
specimen 1:
Qxx 42.6 1 43.1 0.7 39.4 1.2 40 4.7
Qyy 8.8 14 9.9 11.9 5.58 27.6 7.6 16.4
Qxy 1.12 22 1.11 37 1.55 10.7 3.31 21
Qss 3.38 0.6 3.38 0.6 3.38 0.6 3.38 0.6
specimen 2:
Qxx 41.9 0.7 42.7 0.6 38.3 1.8 36.5 3.1
Qyy 15.03 4.7 12.08 3.3 % 6.97 27.6 8.00 13.3
Qxy 3.45 8.1 4.55 3.1 3.11 7.4 1.56 33.1
Qss 3.66 0.7 3.66 0.7 3.7 0.7 3.66 0.7
specimen 3:
Qxx 41.2 2.5 41.2 2.5 36.6 3.9 31.7 3.5
Qyy 11.88 4.4 11.87 4.6 % 4.2 12.6 6.46 11.5
Qxy 2.1 3.6 1.3 10 1.3 10.6 1.29 26.7
Qss 3.76 0.7 3.76 0.7 3.76 0.7 3.76 0.7
specimen 4:
Qxx 42.3 1.4 42.9 0.6 39.7 1.9 32.7 7.2
Qyy 16.38 2.5 14.9 1.1 10.07 3.5 3.56 11.9
Qxy 5.35 10 4.7 8.8 3.85 4 1.7 13
Qss 3.63 0.7 3.63 0.7 3.63 0.7 3.63 0.7
Average of the four specimens:
Qxx 42.01 1.4 42.5 1.1 38.5 2.2 35 3.6
Qyy 13 6.5 12.2 5.2 6.7 17.8 6.48 13.4
Qxy 3.3 13 3.45 16 2.45 8.2 1.88 23.5
Qss 3.61 0.7 3.61 0.7 3.61 0.7 3.61 0.7
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S. Avril, F. Pierron / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4978–5002 4997The diﬀerence between the coeﬃcients of variation of the VFM algorithm with the ‘‘maximum likelihood
solution’’ and the FEMU algorithm with the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function is marginal. This is a conse-
quence of what has been shown in Section 5.1, i.e. both approaches are very similar. In theory, the ‘‘maximum
likelihood solution’’ should be slightly more stable but this would require a very large number of tests to be
detected.
The ranking of the parameters regarding their scattering is the same for the VFM algorithm with the ‘‘max-
imum likelihood solution’’ and the FEMU algorithm with the ‘‘displacement gap’’ cost function. Qxx is the
most stable, then Qyy and the least stable Qxy. This ranking can be foreseen using the theory by evaluating
the covariance matrix of Eq. (4.1). Exactly the same ranking between the three parameters is deduced from
the evaluation of the diagonal components of this covariance matrix.
The fact that Qxy and Qyy are more scattered than Qxx means that the response of the specimen does not
balance the contribution of all the constitutive parameters. It is more sensible to Qxx, less to Qyy and even less
to Qxy. If one would like to design a test where the contribution of all the constitutive parameters would be
balanced, one would have to check if the diagonal components of the covariance matrix for the new test, still
derived from Eq. (4.1), would be balanced, as proposed in Avril et al. (2004). This is yet beyond the scope of
this paper.
Concerning the FEMU algorithm with the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’ cost function and the ‘‘equilibrium
gap’’ cost function, the values obtained for Qxx, Qyy and Qxy are more scattered but the main eﬀect is the exis-
tence of a bias, shifting down the values compared to the reference. This aﬀects signiﬁcantly Qyy, whose values
are half the reference values. Moreover, looking at the average results at the bottom of Table 2, one can notice
that the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ yields even more biased results than the ‘‘constitutive equation gap’’.
Those biases are foreseen by the theory, as explained in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. They are induced by the use of
random values for the virtual DoFs in those approaches. Therefore, the use of cost functions such as the ‘‘con-
stitutive equation gap’’ or the ‘‘equilibrium gap’’ is not recommended for identifying constitutive parameters
from full-ﬁeld measurements within the framework of linear elasticity.7. Conclusion
In this paper, diﬀerent approaches, aimed at identifying constitutive parameters in linear elasticity from
experimental displacement ﬁelds, were presented and their sensitivities to a white noise added to the data were
compared.
The ﬁrst investigated approach is the VFM. It was shown that the uncertainty of the identiﬁed parame-
ters when a white noise is added to the data depends on the chosen virtual ﬁelds. An optimal set of virtual
ﬁelds was derived, providing a solution with minimal uncertainty, called the ‘‘maximum likelihood
solution’’.
The other investigated approaches are based on ﬁnite element model updating. It was shown that the
FEMU approaches are equivalent to the VFM with particular sets of virtual ﬁelds when and only when
full-ﬁeld information are available. But the virtual ﬁelds used in the FEMU approaches are diﬀerent from
the optimal set which provides the ‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’.
For all the approaches, very fast algorithms, converging in only two iterations, have been devised and ﬁnal-
ly tested on real experimental data. The results conﬁrm the success of two methods: the VFM approach which
provides the ‘‘maximum likelihood solution’’ and the FEMU approach based on the ‘‘displacement gap’’
minimization.
The application to other experimental data is currently underway. There are now two objectives to reach in
the future:
• to extend the current study to other constitutive equations modelling the nonlinear behavior of materials
(especially plasticity for which experimental full-ﬁeld kinematic data have already been processed both
by the VFM Gre´diac and Pierron, 2006 and by FEMU approaches Meuwissen et al., 1998),
• to investigate other sources of uncertainties in the identiﬁcation procedure, especially the ones linked with
the approximation of the experimental displacement ﬁelds which in practice has a large inﬂuence.
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Appendix A. First order approximation of the solution of the inverse problem found with the VFM
It must be noticed that the ½ ~M  matrix deﬁned in Eq. (3.4) is random. It can be split in a deterministic part
and a random part:½ ~M  ¼ ½ eM ~p þ hu½Mr ð7:1Þ
where ½ eM ~p and[Mr] are derived referring to Eqs. (3.4) and (2.12):½ eM ~p ¼ ½f½Kp1 fU ~pg þ ½Lp1 fV ~pgg; f½Kp2 fU ~pg þ ½Lp2 fV ~pgg; . . . ; f½KpN fU ~pg þ ½LpN fV ~pgg ð7:2Þ
and½Mr ¼ ½f½Kp1 fUrg þ ½Lp1 fV rgg; f½Kp2 fUrg þ ½Lp2 fV rgg; . . . ; f½KpN fUrg þ ½LpN fV rgg ð7:3Þ
Moreover, the vector of nodal forces, f~F g, can also be random. As for the displacements, it is assumed that the
standard deviation of this noise is small compared to the exact values of f~F g. Therefore, the ratio between the
noise standard deviation and the exact value of the nodal forces is of the same range order as hu. Thus, one can
write:f~F g ¼ fF g þ hufF rg ð7:4Þ
where {Fr} is a random vector.
Therefore, vector fp^g, ﬁguring the constitutive parameters identiﬁed with the VFM, is a random vector as
well. It can be linked to vector f~pg (exact values of the actual constitutive parameters) like this:½ bM t½ eM ~pf~pg ¼ ½ bM tfF g
+
½ bM t½ ~M f~pg  hu½ bM t½Mrf~pg ¼ ½ bM tf~F g  hu½ bM tfF rg
+
f~pg ¼ ½ bM t½ ~M h i1½ bM tf~F g þ hu ½ bM t½ ~M h i1½ bM t½Mrf~pg  hu ½ bM t½ ~M h i1½ bM tfF rg
+
f~pg ¼ fp^g þ hu ½ bM t½ ~M h i1½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg
+
fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½ bM t½ ~M h i1½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg
+
fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½ bM t½ eM ~p þ hu½ bM t½Mrh i1½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg
+
fp^g ¼ f~pg  hu ½ bM t½ eM ~ph i1½ bM tf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ ð7:5Þ
A ﬁrst order Taylor series has been expanded in function of hu in the Eq. (7.5). It is justiﬁed because it was as-
sumed that hu  1. It gives an approximation at the ﬁrst order of the deviation between the identiﬁed values of
the constitutive parameters (vector fp^g), and the exact values (vector f~pg), neglecting the term o(hu) in Eq. (7.5).
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Let us prove that using the set of virtual ﬁelds ½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p, the uncertainty will be minimized for all
the constitutive parameters to identify. The deduced constitutive parameters identiﬁed with those optimal vir-
tual ﬁelds will be denoted fpg.
The uncertainties with regard to each parameter are the diagonal components of the ½covðfp^gÞ covariance
matrix. Let us assume that the expectation of both vectors fp^g and fpg is f~pg according to the discussion of
Section 4.1.1 (i.e. the solution is not biased).
Then, let us compute the diﬀerence between both covariance matrices ½covðfp^gÞ and ½covðfpgÞ. Neglecting
o(hu) in Eq. (7.5), this diﬀerence can be written:½covðfp^gÞ=h2u  ½covðfpgÞ=h2u ¼ Eðfp^  ~pgfp^  ~pgtÞ  Eðfp  ~pgfp^  ~pgtÞ
¼ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ  f~pgf~pgt  EðfpgfpgtÞ þ f~pgf~pgt
¼ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ  EðfpgfpgtÞ
¼ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ  EðfpgfpgtÞ  Eðfp^gfpgtÞ þ Eðfp^gfpgtÞ
ð7:6ÞThe cross correlation product Eðfp^gfpgtÞ can be developed according to:Eðfp^gfpgtÞ ¼ ½ bM t½ eM ~ph i1½ bM t  Eðf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rggf½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rggtÞ
 ½a~p1½ eM ~p ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1
¼ ½ bM t½ eM ~ph i1½ bM t  ½a~p  ½a~p1½ eM ~p ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1
¼ ½ bM t½ eM ~ph i1½ bM t½ eM ~p ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1
¼ ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1
ð7:7Þ
Eq. (7.7) shows that Eðfp^gtfpgÞ does not depend on the virtual DoFs because matrix ½ bM  is not involved in
the ﬁnal expression. It means that Eðfp^gtfpgÞ does not depend on the virtual ﬁelds which are chosen for iden-
tifying fp^g. Therefore, the formula is also veriﬁed when fp^g ¼ fpg:EðfpgfpgtÞ ¼ Eðfpgfp^gtÞ
¼ ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1 ð7:8ÞFinally, feeding Eq. (7.9) with Eq. (7.8), one gets:½covðfp^gÞ=h2u  ½covðfpgÞ=h2u ¼ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ  EðfpgfpgtÞ  Eðfp^gfpgtÞ þ Eðfp^gfpgtÞ
¼ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ  2Eðfpgfp^gtÞ þ Eðfp^gfp^gtÞ
¼ Eðfp^  pgfp^  pgtÞ
¼ covðfp^  pgÞ
ð7:9ÞAccording to Eq. (7.5), still neglecting o(hu), it can be concluded that the diﬀerence between ½covðfpgÞ and
½covðfp^gÞ is a covariance matrix itself. This implies that the components of the diagonal in matrix
½covðfpgÞ are always lower than the components of the diagonal in matrix ½covðfp^gÞ. Accordingly, the stan-
dard deviations of the fpg components will always be lower than the ones of any other fp^g vector.
Finally, it can be concluded that using ½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p as the nodal DoFs of virtual ﬁelds in the VFM will
provide the less uncertain estimation for the vector of unknown parameters. This is the maximum likelihood
solution for the inverse problem P (Tarantola, 2005).
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Let us prove that, when hu tends towards zero, fp^ð2Þg derived with algorithm proposed in Section 4.2 tends
towards the same values as the ones identiﬁed with the optimal set of virtual DoFs ½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p.
1. At the ﬁrst iteration, the deduced parameters, denoted fp^ð1Þg in Section 4.2, are random. According to Eq.
(7.5), it can be written:fp^ð1Þg ¼ f~pg  hu ½Mp^ð0Þ t½ap^ð0Þ 1½ eM ~ph i1½Mp^ð0Þ t½ap^ð0Þ 1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  huf~prg
ð7:10ÞReferring to Eqs. (7.3) and (7.10), it can be shown that ½ap^ð1Þ  tends towards ½a~p when hu tends towards zero.
Indeed:½ap^ð1Þ  ¼ cov f½Kp^ð1Þ fUrg þ ½Lp^ð1Þ fV rg  fF rgg
 
¼ cov f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  hu½Mrf~prg  fF rgg
 
¼ cov f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rg  hu½Mrf~prgg
 
¼ cov f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg
 
 huE f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg½Mrtf~prg
 þ h2ucov f½Mrf~prggð Þ
¼ ½a~p þ hu½ar þ oðhuÞ
ð7:11ÞThis result will be used in Eq. (7.12).
2. At the second iteration, the deduced parameters are denoted fp^ð2Þg in Section 4.2, are random as well.
According to Eq. (7.5), it can be written:fp^ð2Þg ¼ f~pg  hu ½ ~M t½ap^ð0Þ 1½ eM ~ph i1½ ~M t½ap^ð0Þ 1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ ~M t½½a~p þ hu½ar1½ eM ~ph i1½ ~M t½½a~p þ hu½ar1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ ~M t½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1½ ~M t½a~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~p þ hu½Mrt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1½ ~M t½a~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1½ ~M t½a~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1 ½ eM ~p þ hu½Mrh it½a~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ f~pg  hu ½ eM ~pt½a~p1½ eM ~ph i1½ eM ~pt½a~p1f½K~pfUrg þ ½L~pfV rg  fF rgg þ oðhuÞ
¼ fpg þ oðhuÞ
ð7:12Þ
Eq. (7.12) shows that using ½ bM  ¼ ½ap^ð1Þ 1½Mp^ð1Þ  as the virtual DoFs provides parameters which tend, when hu
tends towards zero, towards the same values as the ones identiﬁed with the optimal set of virtual DoFs
½ bM  ¼ ½a~p1½ eM ~p.
Appendix D. Existence of a bijective relationship between {Up} and {p}
According to Eqs. (2.2) and (3.12), it can be written, for any vector of constitutive parameters {p}:XN
n¼1
pn½Kpn fUpg ¼ f~F g  ½Lpf~V g ð7:13Þ
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Dirichlet’s DoFs prescribed in the FE analysis (Zienkiewicz, 1977). [Kp] is always invertible if the constitutive
parameters are thermodynamically admissible (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990). It is assumed that this require-
ment is fulﬁlled in this paper as the identiﬁcation of constitutive equations which are not thermodynamically
admissible is of no interest. The solution is written like:fUpg ¼ ½
XN
n¼1
pn½Kpn 1f~F g  ½Lpf~V g ð7:14ÞReciprocally, if {Up} is given, it can be written, referring to Eq. (2.13):hUpi½Kp1 ½Kp1 fUpg . . . hUpi½Kp1 ½KpN fUpg
..
. . .
. ..
.
hUpi½KpN ½Kp1 fUpg . . . hUpi½KpN ½KpN fUpg
2664
3775
p1
..
.
pN
8><>:
9>=>;
¼
hUpi½Kp1 ff~F g  ½Lpf~V gg
..
.
hUpi½KpN ff~F g  ½Lpf~V gg
8><>:
9>=>;() ½Apfpg ¼ fBpg ð7:15ÞThus a unique {p} can be derived from {Up} by inverting the previous equation, providing that matrix [Ap] is
invertible and f~V g given or measured. The invertibility is satisﬁed when all the unknown parameters are in-
volved in the global response (no line or column is equal to zero) and deﬁned such as all the matrices ½Kpn  are
uncoupled between each other. It is also assumed that these requirements are fulﬁlled in this paper. If it was
not, it would only mean that the parameterizing of the constitutive equations is irrelevant and should be
modiﬁed.
Accordingly, Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15) show that there is a bijective relationship between {Up} and {p} pro-
vided that the unknown constitutive parameters are relevantly deﬁned for making matrices [Ap] and [Kp] being
invertible.
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